June 17, 2016

**Obama's Latest Attempt to Eliminate Affordable Coverage**

The Obama administration is proposing to squeeze people out of affordable short-term health insurance plans as a way to force them to enroll in Obamacare. Last week, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services proposed a rule to restrict access to short-term insurance policies, limiting them to three months with no option to renew.

This is an act of desperation. As *Morning Consult* reports, “Officials want more healthy individuals to purchase insurance on the exchanges to help drive down the risk pools and keep costs low.” But that’s why these individuals are buying short-term insurance: because the cost is low. Now the administration wants to take away that option. This proposal is another attempt to eliminate affordable choices.

“HHS Proposes Way to Curb Use of Short-Term Plans,” Mary Ellen McIntire, Morning Consult, June 8, 2016.
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